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COLLEGE NEWS

not, in any part of the world. About two thousand recordings a
year are now being sent out from the library.
Small medical societies and groups which havedifficultyinfinding
speakers are our particular interest, and we can usually supply a
talk for a meeting, however small, for a particular date, given plenty
of notice and a choice of titles.
Most talks are available on both tape at 31 i.p.s. and disc at
33i r.p.m., but some are on tape only, so it is important to state
whether tape or disc is required. Some talks have illustrationsdiagrams, photographs, or colour transparencies-and some have
illustrations in sound.
The following additions have been made to the library:
Tape and Disc
Little Strokes-DR DENIS WILLIAMS. A new approach to the possible cause of
dizzy spells and small strokes so often seen in general practice. 35 minutes.
(Released from circuit.)
Rheumatoid Arthritis-DR W. S. TEGNER. An evaluation of modern methods of
treatment and management of rheumatoid patients. 30 minutes. (Released
from circuit.)
Tape only
A Mobile Surgery-DR R. A. BROwN. Describes how he uses a converted
motorized caravan in his scattered country practice, instead of branch
surgeries. Illustrated. 15 minutes.
General Practice in South Africa Today-DR P. DALGLEISH. Describes the dayto-day life of a general practitioner in Natal. 45 minutes.
An Infected Hand-MR W. A. COE. 7 colour transparencies.
The Acute Abdomen in Casualty-MR. H. B. YOUNG.
Anaesthesia in Casualty-DR J. RICKARDS.
Poisoning-DR S. G. FLAVELL MArrS.
(These four were recorded and presented to the library by Dr Domar of

Birmingham.)
Medicine and the Church-a S.E. England Faculty meeting, at which the speakers
were Dr David Stafford-Clark and the Bishop of Guildford. Recorded and
presented to the library by Dr Gantz and edited by Dr Parker.

The first two booklets in the series, Medical Sound Recording
Monographs, are now available, price Is. 3d. post free: Recording
the Medical Speaker (16 pp.), and Recording the Medical Meeting
(24 pp.). Others will be available shortly.
Anyone wishing to join a listening circuit, to obtain the complete
library list or to borrow recordings from the library, or who would
like to be placed on our mailing list to receive advance information
about new titles, should apply to:
Drs John and Valerie Graves, Kitts Croft, Writtle, Chelmsford, Esex.

CORRIGENDUM
It is regretted that Dr Bartley's name was wrongly spelt in his
article on Chlorphentamine (Lucofen) Trial which appeared in
Journal No. 36.

